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The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) has reported that over the weekend of 17th/18th October 2021 
a “hacking vulnerability test event” in China resulted in Windows 10 being successfully attacked maliciously 
five times, Apple iOS 15 (which runs it’s phones and iPad tablets) and Google Chrome (the Internet browser 
made by Google) were attacked three times, and Microsoft Exchange (that provides inter-connectivity 
between Microsoft services including email from Outlook.com and various types of device) was attacked 
twice.  Adobe PDF, the Asus AX56U router, Ubutu 20 (Linux Operating System) and others were also attacked. 

This was a specific testing event.  Many organisations around the world often test their systems by inviting 
hackers to attack them; sometimes this type of event is called a “Hackathon.”  All the above instances have 
been “repaired” by update packages since, which is one reason why making sure your Windows Updates, 
macOS updates (if you have an Apple computer), as well as Microsoft Store, Google Play and iOS App Store 
are all kept up to date.  Also check that Windows Security and Defender or other antivirus options are working properly.

Please visit this website to find out more about cyber security for individuals and families in the UK  
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/data-breaches 

Security News 

I was recently asked why so many user accounts are required. The 
simple answer is that we all like to use different services and products 
online, made or provided by different companies, linking information together.

The only way to just have one system would  be to buy a Google 
Chromebook with an Android phone (and optional Android Tablet) but be 
very careful to only use Google Services - but that would exclude you from 
Skype or WhatsApp, OneDrive, Microsoft Office, or non-Gmail email addresses. 

Microsoft Office 2021 is now available. This is a stand-alone version that installs 

on one computer or Windows Tablet. The Home & Student version only includes 

Word, Excel and Powerpoint. Office 2021 is not updated regularly.  I continue to

recommend Libre Office which is free to use forever, but this may suit you better.

Office 2021 Home&Student = £119.99 - Office 2021 Home&Business (with Outlook) = £249.99

or have a look at https://www.libreoffice.org as an alternative that I install for most clients. 
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See Tech More Clearly is a trading name of Graham Hardy providing useful affordable easy to understand help, 
tui on and assistance including making purchases, upgrading and malware removal, working with computers, 

tablets, phones and other technology throughout Dorset and  by arrangement in other parts of the UK

If you are viewing this document electronically on your computer tablet or phone, click blue underlined links to visit the relevant website 
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If you are running Windows 10 on a modern machine 
(which was built in approximately 2018 or later and 
includes an 8th Generation processor [with Secure Boot 
and TPM security built into it,] you should soon be seeing 
this message in Windows Updates. (Manually check your 
updates via Start - Settings - Windows Update.)

It is very important that you respond to this message,
either by clicking “Download and install” or by clicking “Stay 
on Windows 10 for now,” otherwise you may end up with 
Windows 11 when you would prefer not to use it yet. 

There are a few little things to get used to but I believe 
almost everyone will really like it because it is so well 
designed. For example, everything is centralised in front 
of you on screen, there is a lot more explanatory text, 
particularly in the Settings App. Major updates only 
happen once a year and all other updates are 40% 
smaller than before, so the system runs smoothly. 

More News About Windows 11 
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See Tech More Clearly News  

The Windows 10 File Explorer featured a “ribbon” with large buttons 
and descriptive text. 

The Windows 11 File Explorer has much more minimalist controls without 
descriptive text, but the icons and symbols should be easier to remember 
and recognise because they now feature throughout Windows 11 rather than 
just being part of the File Explorer app. 

FILE EXPLORER 

PHOTOS APP 

Two Differences Between Windows 10 and 11

My last Summer Update showed a few of the new features that 
Windows 11 offers, but other than the centralised Task Bar, 
Widgets, and cosmetic changes, the only two major differences 
I believe most users will see between Windows 10 and Windows 11 are
the new look of File Explorer, and some new features in the Photos App. 

File Explorer in Windows 11 uses much more colour than Windows 10,
highlighting regular folders such as Documents, Photos and Music. 

The Windows 11 Photos App has some added editing features, 
compared to the Windows 10 version, with more “quick action” 
buttons in the main editor (top image above), easier comparisons 
with the new “film-strip” control (middle image) and easier 
viewing of several images on screen at once, and comparing 
different photos using the “photo-strip” function (bottom image)  

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have 
any questions, problems or worries, to discuss 
specific topics, or to book a visit or session. 

Thank you to all my clients and supporters for the continued 
encouragement and appreciation of the services I provide. 

Despite Covid-19 I have been able to trade continuously, and 
I am pleased to be able to have assisted a few new clients this 
year.  Your support has enabled me to upgrade my ageing 
computers and other devices, which I hope will allow me to 
provide more inclusive online support shortly. I will also be 
launching a new revised website (that I am designing myself) 
within the next few weeks. 

I am currently working with my account provider, Bokio, to be 
able to accept payments via Stripe over the phone or online 
again.  My continued participation as a Windows Insider for 
Microsoft is gaining me a good reputation. 

Due to slightly increased charges for banking and accepting 
payments by several different means, it is unfortunately 
necessary for me to increase some of my charges a little.  
Therefore from 6th April 2022 my “online” remote assistance 
charge will increase to £12.00 per hour. 

My standard rates remain at £20.00 per hour for up to four 
hours and then set fees for projects and tasks that take 
longer such as computer upgrades or virus removal. 


